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C u r r i c u l u m  O u t l i n e

H.E.A.T 

HABITAT. ECOLOGY. ARTICULATION. TECTON-
ICS

The Third Year is envisaged as a comprehensive experience 
of the discipline in design and professional knowledge, inter-
spersed by a range of subjects – humanistic, environmental and 
technological. Following a methodology of integrated introduc-
tion to the environmental, social, and programmatic parame-
ters, the design studios focus on:

HABITAT 
Understanding Context – tangibles & intangibles, that inform 
and form the conditions, that are essential to emergence,gener-
ation  and evolution of the built habitat.

ECOLOGY
Ecology posits that all entities – animate as well as sedentary, 
are bound together in complex systems of energy and infor-
mation exchange: ecosystems. This studio aims at design of 
architectural forms within specific contextual ecology through 
understanding and integration of performative parameters such 
as energy processing, climate responsiveness and sustainable 
factors into the design process.

ARTICULATION
Programmatic understanding and development, Aesthetic com-
prehension (formal as well as compositional) and Experiential 
structuring (linear/non-linear) of the architectural elements lay-
ered with the an ‘ideological’ position, to enable emergence of 
meaningful spatial articulations for the user.

TECTONICS
Detailed development and refinement of architectural design as 
informed by the contemporary technology and the technique; 
the knowledge of structural systems, enclosure systems, material 
systems and the process of construction.

Assemblage versus monolithic form, surface versus mass, ico-
nicity and image, tectonics and materiality, constitute a range of 
concerns in the architectural design work this year. Following the 
pedagogical trajectory delineated for the third year, the first term 
delved into the process driven ‘bottom-up’ methodology that  
primarily focused on deliberations around Habitat and Ecology 
as the principal examinations. The second term of the third year 
situates Articulation and Tectonics as the primary discursion. 
Architectural Design 6 aims engagement in design articulation, 
systems  & tectonic  evaluation  and professional knowledge. 
Whilst the students productively embrace novelties and differ-
ences in the production of architectural constructs, they explore 
formal  architectural stratification, and provide clear responses / 
designs that illustrate an understanding of human needs, values 
and adaptive reactions to the heterogeneous urban morpholo-
gies.  In preparation for Advanced Studios and the independent 
Thesis Project, Architectural Design 6 extends to develop posi-
tions and stretch the discursive engagements that appropriate 
a ‘mini’ thesis in the disciplinary domain and the contextual re-
sponsibilities of the unit. 

The third year studio aims progression from analysis to synthesis; 
from analysis of total building assemblages and smaller-scale 
design exercises, to the development of a comprehensive design 
for a complex programmatic institution.  Broad objective  is   that 
all students develop the capacity to evaluate, evolve, design, 
articulate and most importantly ‘speculate‘ the emergent built 
environments. 

C u r r i c u l u m  O u t l i n e

image: Artwork_Stratification
Source: Unknown
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mage: http://www.presidentsmedals.com/Entry-29041 
The Architecture of Stratification: A Museum of Photography

Enveloped by, and located within an ever evolving ‘ephemeral 
‘context, the architectural object faces constant stress  due to 
the tangible and intangible shifts; geographical, topographical, 
climatic, technological, economic, socio-cultural, demographic 
and political. Within this ‘hyper flux’ field, experienced more so 
in the contemporary urban agglomerations, Adaptive Habitats / 
0.4 furthered the disciplinary quest initiated and evaluated in  the 
preceding studios that concerned with architecture that ‘adapts’ 
to environment, to inhabitants, to objects within them;  through 
human intervention or automated induction.
 
AD05 (HEAT - I) , the first of the two design studios in third year, 
induced the shift  from the conceptual and the abstract to the 
physicality of the architectural construct. The studio focused on 
understanding locational and programmatic parameters while 
didactically accommodating the ‘ecological’ argument to gen-
erate lateral stratifications and design responses.

Moving into the ‘exosystem’ territory, AD06 (HEAT - II) posits the 
‘ecological / environmental ‘design value in the V/S-Matrix1 as 
the primary value and explores cross-matrix system intersections. 
AD6 deliberately shifts focus on Articulation and Tectonics, and 
delve into interrogation and derivation of alternate models of 
programmatic stratification (vertical), generate ‘novel’ formal 
aesthetics, and elaborate and test tectonic strategies, with an aim 
to produce ‘ecological assemblies’ that could coalesce with, 
and adapt to, the temporal contextuality. The discourse includes 
thoughts on form and materiality, domesticity and collectivity, in-
struments and techniques, formats and representation, and other 
contemporary sensibilities: while never  losing the sight ecologi-
cal responsibilities of an architectural construct.

Rather than starting from scratch, students develop their ideas in 
dialogue with Unit Masters  by first closely modeling a building of 

1 VS-Matrix (Value-System Matrix) - See Annexures

their choice. They make copies and deviations at another scale, 
on a new site, and with a ‘hybrid’ program, to gradually arrive 
at an independent position and composition. Students address 
technical aspects concerning the assembly of buildings, design 
of architectural details that express visual as well as functional 
aspects of assemblies and juxtaposition of materials in a build-
ing. Alongside, an exposure to  building codes, structural systems 
and  the basic building  services.     
                   
Methodologically students of AD06 :
a) Parametrically evaluate alternate models of architectural strat-
ification integrating location, program, connectivity, mobility, 
structure, material, services and technique.
b) Examine the prototypical derivatives with their capacities to 
derive form-al models that could possibly reflect on built habitat’s 
interactions with the environment.
c) Evolve ‘alternate’ forms of architectural sensibilities and aes-
thetics that strengthens our understanding of contemporary so-
cio-economic value-systems.
d) Speculate  re-generative and resilient constructs capable of 
transforming an existing situation, adaptable to future change 
and able to incorporate technological inventions and innova-
tions: that could possibly re-examine, reflect on, reconstruct, re-
structure or may even revolutionize our current social patterns 
and our relationship with ecological surroundings: its biodiversi-
ty, resources, sprawl, agility and flexibility.  
e) Engage discursively to rethink emergent architectural and ur-
ban formations of our time.
 so as to further                            
f) Expand the field of possibilities by exploiting speculative thought 
as a catalyst to synchronize the digital and material worlds. 

This year students explore the full complexity of a comprehensive 
architectural assembly in an urban environment.

H . E . A . T  -  I I 

A d a p t i v e  H a b i t a t s  0 . 4  _  E c o l o g i c a l  A s s e m b l i e s
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Unit 
Code

Faculty Name Faculty 
Role

No. Of 
Stu-
dents

VS_Intersection Unit Name Project Site Loca-
tion

Mark Warner Floating 
Master

01 Abhishek Bij
Niraja Adloori

Unit Master
Unit Master

22 VS_03/S_01,02,03,04,05,06,07 Democratic 
Spaces

@ Golf Course 
Road Gurgaon

02 Jensil John
Swati Narang

Unit Master
Unit Master

17 VS_03/S_01,02,03,04,05,06,07 dis_Place @ Golf Course 
Road Gurgaon

03 Amit Gupta Unit Master
Unit Master

18 VS_03/S_01,02,03,04,05,06,07 Ecological 
Machines

@ Golf Course 
Road Gurgaon

04 Shikha Doogar
Monisha Sharma

Unit Master
Unit Master

18 VS_03/S_01,02,03,04,05,06,07 Eco_Forms @ Golf Course 
Road Gurgaon

05 Puneet Khanna
Madhur Prakash

Unit Master
Unit Master

18 VS_03/S_01,02,03,04,05,06,07 Temporal      
Architecture

@ Golf Course 
Road Gurgaon

06 Akshay Goyal
Ramit Nahar

Unit Master 
Unit Master

20 VS_03/S_01,02,03,04,05,06,07 Restorative 
Futures

@ Golf Course 
Road Gurgaon

A d a p t i v e  H a b i t a t  U n i t s

Architectural Design 6 studios will continue to follow the ‘unit 
system’ of study, in which students pursue semester-long de-
sign projects in intensive and value-driven design units aligned 
with the studio agenda. We will be introducing 6 units ( see 
next page) that will be structured and mentored by the studio 
faculty (Unit Tutors). The aim of this structuring is to allow an 
array of ideologies, approaches and interests, that can en-
courage disciplinary engagement and critical enquiry from 
myriad perspectives. 

The proposed units this semester will align with the discur-
sive agenda and shall be located at the intersections of the 
‘Value-System’ Matrix (VS_Matrix)1. The design studio remains 
committed to the pursuit of architectural learning by doing. 

See Units structure next page.

1   VS_Matrix is a tabulation construct (see Annexure 01) that 
organizes the Architectural Design Values and the Architec-
tural Systems in a row & column arrangement. This construct 
allows  revelation of the possible overlays/juxtapositions/
intersections, and help derive delineations of the primary 
value_system alignment that shall be the focus of the investi-
gation/ exploration in the formulated design unit. 

S t u d i o  S t r u c t u r e

Unit 01 Democratic Spaces

Abhishek Bij
Niraja Adloori

Unit 02 dis_Place

Jensil John
Swati Narang

Unit 03 Ecological Machines

Amit Gupta

Unit 04 Eco_FormS

Shikha Doogar
Monisha Sharma

Unit 05 Temporal Architecture

Puneet Khanna
Madhur Prakash

Unit 06 Restorative Futures

Akshay Goyal
Ramit Nahar
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This semester the design project is conceived as a mini thesis 
project in an area of individual interest but having the notion 
of public. Students define their own brief within the unit’s con-
textual responsibilities and use derivatives from precedent and 
antecedent to examine ‘hybrid’ design constructs placed in an 
urban setting.

 A range of subjects – humanistic, environmental and technolog-
ical, shall be interspersed. Students draw from the learnings in 
the previous term and engage in quick ‘mapping’ and deductive 
exercises to comprehend the ‘contextual ‘placement of the ar-
chitectural object. The studio continues to dwell on the ecologi-
cal responsibilities  of the ‘built’ habitat focusing on articulation, 
formal and  tectonic; that  form the  conditions of its operation, 
affect our daily life and provide possible projective futures. 

The studio shall build from analysis to synthesis; from analysis of 
the locational ‘tangibles’ and ‘intangibles’ to synthesis of mean-
ingful building constructs with ‘alternate’ forms of architectural 
sensibility and aesthetic that strengthens our understanding of the 
habitat. The studio will explore  structures or environments that 
accommodate multiple functions at the same time, sequentially, 
or at periodically recurring events.

Continuing the pursuit of architectural ‘learning by doing’, 
and following on from the rigorous ‘prototypical’ bottom-up 
approach, this term the students shall be introduced to digital 
methodologies, of to investigate the specificities of the ecological 
parameters and the interdependencies, and to comprehend the 

tight dependency existing between serial determinations of: the 
geometric and material order of the architectural construct, its 
tectonic and environmental implications; and its iconographic 
performance in today’s metropolis. 

The studio  will seek a  collaborative process that engages in an 
iterative methodology and  generation of systemic diagrams / 
algorithms (digital as well as analogue).

Followed  by synthesis in the form of physical prototype constructs 
with possible capacities to design ‘assemblies’ contiguous with 
the derivatives and eventually inform architectural stratifications.

We are interested in investigating the value-system overlaps which 
can  possibly allow architecture constructs  to sense, interpret, 
accommodate, adapt and respond to parametric alterations.

Advanced digital design technologies are used in all studios, 
allowing students new forms of abstraction, representation, and 
expression.

M e t h o d o l o g y

*Detailed Lesson Plan on the next page.

Broadly the studio is structured in the following phases:

Phase I Document / Infer / 
Diagram

• Mapping, analysis and inferential evaluation of the contextual parameters.

Programmatic Strati-
fication

• Programmatic Formulation based on inferences from Habitat Mapping. Evaluation and for-
mulation of stratification strategies that are contiguous with V/S intersection.

Phase II Seminal ‘Positions’  • Statement of the Seminal ‘Positions’ / VS-Intersections  along with  alignment of the prototyp-
ical derivatives that ensures the integration in derivative forms.

‘Form’ Articulation • Evaluative form iterations  and diagramming to: Examine the contextual feasibility, Ad-
herence to the respective seminal position, Demonstrate adaptive capacities of the form-al 
construct and Illustrate Ecological alignment.

Phase III Design Develop-
ment 

• Application of the design principles and  stratification strategies to order architectural com-
positions on the studio sites.

Tectonic Integration 
& Elaboration

• Physical assembly /assemblies demonstrating integration of the unit derivatives, tectonic defi-
nitions and integrations.

Phase IV Ecological ‘Assembly’ • Evaluation of the emergent design construct with respect to its capacities to the studio outlines 
and the thematic agenda.

Collate • Digital, Analogue & Physical collation of the studio deliverables.

15
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L e s s o n  P l a n  ( b r o a d  g u i d e l i n e s /  b e n c h m a r k s )
Week 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15

Date 20 Jan 23 Jan 27 Jan 30 Jan 03 Feb 06 Feb 10 Feb 13 Feb 17 Feb 20 Feb 24 Feb 27 Feb 02 Mar 05 Mar 09 Mar 12 Mar 16 Mar 19 Mar 23 Mar 26 Mar 30 Mar 02 Apr 06 Apr 09 Apr 13 Apr 16 Apr 20 
Apr

23 
Apr

27 Apr 18 
May

Day Mon Thurs Mon Thurs Mon Thurs Mon Thurs Mon Thurs Mon Thurs Mon Thurs Mon Thurs Mon Thurs Mon Thurs Mon Thurs Mon Thurs Mon Thurs Mon Thurs Mon

Phase Phase I
Document / Infer / Diagram
Programmatic Stratification

Bench-
mark 
01

Phase II
Seminal ‘Positions’ 
‘Form’ Articulation

Bench-
mark 
02

Phase III Phase III
Design Development 
Tectonic Integration & Elaboration

Bench-
mark 
03

Phase IV  
Ecological ‘Assembly’
Design Collation

Bench-
mark 
04

Team Unit Team
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Studio 
Agenda

• Unit Introductions
• Site  / Context Studies
• Hybrid Program
• Case Studies

• Seminal ‘Positions’ / VS-Intersections
• Strategic illustrations Prototypical Integrations from HEAT-I
• Form Structuring 
• Forma Articulations (Analogue + Digital)

•Read Nxt. 
column

• Design Construct Development 
• Tectonic Integration
- Material Definitions
- Building Structure planning
- Building Services 
- Envelope Systems

• Design Construct Development - Ecological Assembly 
• Interrogative introspection - Adaptive Habitats  
• Unit Design Collation

Studio 
Tasks

• Unit agenda explanation and 
elaboration of the seminal dis-
course that forms the basis for the 
‘adaptive habitat’ studio.
• Unit methodology explanation - 
VS_ Matrix, the  Lesson Plans and 
important benchmarks
• Research papers/ lectures / 
presentations   to elaborate  the 
unit agenda.
• Site Introduction /Site visits
• Precedent studies - Unit agenda 
/ Articulation (form & program) / 
Tectonic systems
• Programmatic ‘hybrid’ Structur-
ing + X-Factor plug-in

• Statement of the Seminal ‘Positions’ / VS-Intersections 
• Strategic alignment of the prototypical derivatives that ensures 
the integration in derivative forms.
• Delineation of the syntactic elements/principles  that inform 
the ‘form’.
• Evaluative form iterations  and diagramming to:
   - Examine the contextual feasibility.
   - Adherence to the respective seminal position.
    - Demonstrate the adaptive capacities of the form-al 
construct.  
 - Illustrate Ecological alignment.
• Final architectural ‘form’ articulations.

•Read Nxt. 
column

• Delineation of the primary material/s employed in the 
architectural construct, its anatomy and properties.
•Illustration through analogue and digital techniques of 
the design methods, techniques, and processes by which 
the materials acquire meaning. 
• Structural Planning and Integration
• Services Planning 
• Design of Envelope Systems

• Design Construct formulated in the previous phase to be 
revisited and review suggestions to be incorporated.  
• Interrogative introspections to evaluate the success of the 
design constructs with respect to the ‘ Adaptive Habitat’ 
theme and the studio outline 
• Exploration of the Iterative extensions to overcome the 
weak points. 
• Final Design Collation and structured presentations  
• Detailed Building Models 

Delivera-
bles

•Site Mapping /Data Generation/ 
Inferential and Analytical drawings.
•Programmatic understanding / 
Organizational Diagrams 
•Precedent Studies / OCIS /Case 
Study 
•Clear Extraction and enumeration 
of the ‘derivatives’ that shall inform 
the ‘Form-al’ articulation. 

• Diagrams / Research illustrating the discursive trajectories 
chosen.
• Prototype diagrams + Models 
• Programmatic stratification and Massing / Form Models
• Site planning - Zoning / Access / Circulation / Mass place-
ment / orientation / Programmatic structuring .
• Form Iterations & Derivations (Digital Models)
• Form Iterations & Derivations (Physical Models)
• Adaptive evaluations

•Read Nxt. 
column

• All Floor Layouts 
• Building Sections & Elevations
• Structural Layouts
• Services’ Layouts 
• Detailed drawings of the Envelope Systems / Wall 
Sections
• Prototypical Constructs (digital / physical)

• All Phase - I work
• All Phase - II work
• All Phase - III work
• All process models + Form derivative models
• Prototypical Constructs
• Prototypical Constructs
• Collation Unit Book  
• Detailed Building Models  

Sub-
mission 
Format

Digital Submissions (Mandatory)
Analogue - A3/A2 Panels
Site Study Model   
Unit Book Template Submission

Digital Submissions (Mandatory) 
Analogue - A3/A2 Panels   
Prototype Models(physical + digital)
Massing / Form Models - Physical + Digital
Unit Book Template Submission

Digital Submissions (Mandatory) 
Analogue - A3/A2 Panels   
Prototype Models(physical + digital)
Unit Book Template Submission

Digital Submissions (Mandatory) 
Analogue - A3/A2 Panels   
Prototype Models(physical + digital)
Massing / Form Models - Physical + Digital
Hard Bound Unit Book
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A r e a  S t a t e m e n t

Programmatic 
components

Project re-
quirements

Spaces Number of 
Units

Area / 
Unit 

Total 
Area 

Cumulative 
Area 

RETAIL ARCADE Retail Spaces Entrance Foyer, Service Areas, Atriums/Courtyards, Circu-
lation, Toilets

As per Design 3000 sqm 3000 sqm 11200 sqm

Shops (Average Size / Range between 10 - 50 sqm) 150 30 sqm 4500 sqm

Anchor Stores (can be multifloors) 2 600 sqm 1200 sqm

Food Court & Eateries (distributable) 1 900 sqm 900 sqm

Kids area + Gaming Zone 1 800 sqm 800 sqm

Gym & Health Club (with dedicated hotel connection) 1 800 sqm 800 sqm

OFFICES Co-Working 
Office Spaces 

Entrance Lobby, Service Areas, Atriums/Courtyards, Circu-
lation, Toilets

As per Design 4000 sqm 4000 sqm 4000 sqm

Co-Working Office Spaces (with dedicated hotel connec-
tion)

Conference rooms, Common meeting rooms, etc.

Common Dining space / Cafeteria

BUSINESS HOTEL / 
SERVICED SUITES

Common 
Guest Areas / 
Concierge

Entrance Lobby 1 3000 sqm 3000 sqm 3000 sqm

Reception Desk

Guest Lounge

Shops + Cafeteria

Cloak Room

Guest Assistance Facilities / Back Offices

Toilets

Lift / Staircase Lobby

Internal Landscaped spaces, Circulation Spaces

Swimming Pool + Kids Pool 

All Day Dining 
/ Restaurants

Dining Area + Show / Live Kitchen 1 400 sqm 600 sqm 1600 sqm

Restaurant + Bar 2 600 sqm 1200 sqm

Toilets for Each (included)

Banquet Hall 
for 400 people 

Entrance Foyer + Lounge + Pre-Function Area + Rooms 1 700 sqm 700 sqm 700 sqm

Main Hall

Toilets

Spill Out Spaces (Lawns / Terraces)

D e s i g n  P r o j e c t  /  P r o g r a m

S I T E  O F  U N I T  P R O J E C T S

Programmatic-ally the Units design  ‘ THE HYBRID‘ - a multi-nodal des-
tination, a large scale multi-functional complex (a building or a set of 
buildings), located in Gurgaon adjacent to an existing vehicular artery of 
importance within the city, or of potential importance, ideally close to a 
transit intersection of significance in relation to the urban context. 

Choosing the city of Gurgaon as the lab for Units, f o l l ow i ng 
sites have been selected for the design studio.

SITE 01  -  Sikandarpur MetroStation , Gurgaon

SITE 02  -  Sunset Boulevard, Golf Course Road, Gurgaon

SITE 03  -  42-43 Metro Station, Golf Course Road, Gurgaon

SITE 04  -  One Horizon Center, Golf Course Road, Gurgaon
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Programmatic 
Components

Project Re-
quirements

Spaces Number of 
Units

Area / 
Unit 

Total 
Area 

Cumulative 
Area 

BUSINESS HOTEL 
/ SERVICED 
SUITEs

Kitchen Wet Stores 1 60 sqm 60 sqm 1250 sqm

Cold Stores 1 60 sqm 60 sqm

Dry Stores 1 60 sqm 60 sqm

Meat Fabrication Area 3 50 sqm 150 sqm

Cleaning Area + Crockery Storage 3 40 sqm 120 sqm

Kitchen (Prep + Cooking + Storage + Cleaning) 3 200 sqm 600sqm

Bakery Unit 1 200 sqm 200 sqm

Business 
Center

Pre-Function Space 1 200 sqm 200 sqm 750 sqm

20 seater conference space 2 50 sqm 100 sqm

50 seater Board Rooms 2 150 sqm 300 sqm

Offices for Conference Guests 5 30 sqm 150 sqm

Toilets included

Guest Rooms Standard Double Rooms + Toilets 170 35 sqm 5950 sqm 8150 sqm

Deluxe Suites + Toiltets 20 80 sqm 1600 sqm

Executive Suites + Toilets 5 120 sqm 600 sqm

Executive 
Lounge Area 
(At Least on 2 
Floors)

Reception 2 150 sqm 300 sqm 300 sqm

Seating / Gathering Area (20 people)

Silent Indoor Games - Cards, Chess etc

Buffet Space - Common Dining

Smoking Zones

Common Work Tables for Laptops

Toilets with Each

Back of House Time office 1 20 sqm 20 sqm 1840 sqm

Security Office 1 20 sqm 20 sqm

Locker Rooms / Uniform Rooms 2 60 sqm 120 sqm

Changing Rooms 2 80 sqm 160 sqm

Administrative Area 3 70 sqm 210 sqm

Purchase Office 1 30 sqm 30 sqm

Cafeteria for Staff 1 200 sqm 200 sqm

Classrooms for Staff 3 150 sqm 450 sqm

Chef’s Offices 5 50 sqm 250 sqm

Garbage Disposal Area 1 40 sqm 40 sqm

Loading Unloading Areas 1 60 sqm 60 sqm

Laundry Facilities 1 180 sqm 180 sqm

Linen Store 1 100 sqm 100 sqm

Programmatic 
Components

Project Re-
quirements

Spaces Number 
of Units

Area / 
Unit 

Total 
Area 

Cumulative Area 

X-FACTOR Unique Pro-
gram Based 
out of Site 
Analysis

Multiplex / Gaming Center / Exhibition center / 
Science Center  etc.

1 4000 sqm 4000 sqm 4000 sqm

TOTAL BUILT-UP AREA ( FAR ) 36790 sqm

NON FAR COMPONENTS

HUB SERVICES’ 
YARD

Building 
Management 
Systems

BMS Rooms 1 25 sqm 25 sqm

DG Rooms 1 150 sqm 150 sqm

Chiller / HVAC Rooms 1 150 sqm 150 sqm

Underground Tanks 6 100 cu.m 600 cu.m

Balancing Water Tank 1 20 sqm 20 sqm

Plumbing Pump Rooms 1 100 sqm 100 sqm

Fire Pump Rooms 1 100 sqm 100 sqm

Transformer Rooms 1 100 sqm 100 sqm

STP 1 100 sqm 100 sqm

Electrical Panel Room (LT/LV/MV Rooms) 3 40 sqm 20 sqm

COMMON 
SERVICES

Common 
Distributed 
Services

Store Rooms - All Floors As per 
Design

1500 sqm 1500 sqm 1500sqm

Adequate Toilets - All Public Floors + Basements

Service Rooms - All Floors + Basements

A.H.U. (Air Handling Units) - All Floors

Fan Rooms / Exhaust Units Basements

BASEMENTS Parking 3 As per 
Ground 
print

As per 
Ground 
print

As per Ground print

P. S. - The Area statement is indicative only and the units have the flexibility to alter according to the programmatic implications.
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D e m o c r a t i c  S p a c e s
U n i t  M a s t e r :  A b h i s h e k  B i j ,  N i r a j a  A d l o o r i
V S _ M a t r i x  L o c a t i o n  -  V _ 0 3  I  S _ 0 1 ,  0 2 , 0 3 ,  0 4 ,  0 5 ,  0 6 ,  0 7 .

Ever since the height of the 1960s’ functionalist approach to ar-
chitecture and urban planning, praising architectural geniuses’ 
such as Le Corbusier for their role as conductors of logical, aes-
thetic masterpieces, numerous different reactions have seen the 
light of day. The emerging trends have tried to put the focus on 
the inhabitants of the city and have tried to adapt evermore-in-
clusive approaches to urban design. This has happened in ac-
cordance with the democratic inspired processes of the 70s in 
almost all parts of the society. 

In the field of architecture and urban planning critical urban 
theory, as one of the most prominent reactions to rigid concep-
tion of cities, argues that “another, more democratic, socially 
just and sustainable form of urbanization is possible”. Critical 
urban theory, while is very well discussed in theory, fails to live 
up to its full potential when applied in practice. In contrast to 
almost all other aesthetic and artistic industries, the architectur-
al branch still clings to an elitist, closed off process of creating 
cities – the most fundamental sphere of our lives. 

Whereas sustainable urban development agendas put a big 
emphasis on environmental and economic sustainability, they 

largely overlook the third equally important dimension of sus-
tainable development: The social dimension. It is however true 
that citizen participation as one of the ways to reach higher lev-
els of social cohesion has gained increasing importance during 
the last decades. In an attempt to put people at the center of 
the discourse, participatory planning focuses on involving the 
everyday people in urban processes. 

Nevertheless, the conventional participatory planning practices, 
limit the influence of the people to the very first stages of design, 
and exclude them from further stages. It is often seen as an 
irrelevant checkbox, to cross off before continuing with the ac-
tual work. Consequently, our cities remain to be the product of 
architects and urban planners, instead of being the outcome of 
an engaging process involving the users. It is this kind of think-
ing that we shall attempt to make socially sustainable Demo-
cratic Design focusing on building with and for the people.

Playfulness : Ownership : Accessibility
The studio shall look to increase the engagement
of the citizens within their respective proposal. We encourage 
play as a dominant emotion for design of such spaces.

Unit Outline
Key Pedagogical Discussions

1. Democratic Spaces
Consider a scenario, wherein, before posting travel pictures on 
facebook, the user was prompted to state his/her annual in-
come; while appreciating a colleague’s achievement on linke-
dIn one is expected to state his/her religious inclinations. While 
our digital world attempts to stay clear of netizens’ caste, creed, 
sex, political alliances our physical world is unfortunately still 
riding in distinctions. While some spaces this division is more 
obvious say a religious institution, most places this social, eco-
nomic, political, religious divide is more translucent.

Can you fathom an anti incumbency political rally at Cy-
ber-Hub? Isn’t ‘decent crowd’ a deciding factor for choosing 
the weekend nightout? Should not a universal accessibility of 
the side-walks be a prominent topic of discussion? Democratic 
Space, would be a place that is publicly owned, universally ac-
cessible, both physically and in perception; allows for a diver-
sity of voices and users in all stages of design and occupancy; 
allows for flexibility of use; is freely used by all individuals and 
encourages freedom of speech and expression.1

Unit 3B/01 will engage in urban design conversations to un-
derstand architecture’s responsibility as a prominent contributer 
to any city’s growth. 

1 http://www.cmgsite.com/democratic-public-space/
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3. Technological Interface

Technology and its influence is inevitable. Unlike any other time, 
popular culture, today, is a reaction and reflection of the depen-
dency on technology. Architecture currently is not only embrac-
ing technology it is also maintaining pace. Be it construction 
methodology or design analysis. 

Applications like Google Maps has allowed City data to stream 
into our physical lives seemlessly. This data, which no one ever 
had access to is now taken for granted. We are able to take 
real-time decisions based on this available information. On the 
other hand we have witnessed developments like Cambridge 

Analytica, influencing a complete population. 

The unit shall operate as a research team, which tackles a sys-
tematic process of design within the context of India’s Construc-
tion Industry. Its main endeavor would be to create a compre-
hensive dialogue between a low resolution but midtech design 
development methodology and learnings from studio’s umbrel-
la theories (democratic spaces and ethically green). For this, we 
shall borrow influences from various fields including, mathe-
matics, graphics, structure, biology, and products. 

The unit shall attempt to test theories by objective application of 
digital and physical tools. Choice of tool shall be dependent on 
the development of respective projects. However, the endeav-
our would be to understand concepts and pipelines. Hopefully 
we shall learn some Rhino, Grasshopper, Sketch-up along the 
way. 

2. Ethically Green

Sustainability as a concept came about in response to the en-
vironmental degradation and over consumption in the highly 
industrialized economies. At a time when India is rapidly urban-
izing and the cities are increasingly the engines of its growth, 
what does sustainability mean in the Indian context and how 
can architecture and urbanism in India be mode sustainable?

 As India moves forward on a path to technological advance-
ment and globalised modernity, cities have rushed to neglect 
and destroy history and heritage or caricaturise them into exotic 
theme porks. Token-relics that remain are isolated, irrelevant 
and obsolete fragments largely obscured in forests of concrete; 
lost to the residents of the cities who fly by them everyday. 

Urban Flooding, Rising Temperatures, Manufacturing Waste, 
Soil Erosion, Depleting Plantation; are demons of the modern 
world which cannot be ignored. Its an ethical responsibility of 
any architect to provide sustainable solutions for any project. 
This responsibility is not the lust for a registration or validation 
stamp (LEED/GRIHA/IGBC).

 Sustainable solutions shall not be the buzz word for the unit. 
The studio shall address the need for optimization of resourc-
es; understand site planning principles; question the sanctity of 
available land; critically assess climatic data; position the site 
from a cultural perspective. 

Additionally, the unit will look at programming principles that 
would enable a closed loop on the production and waste uti-
lization.

 “In future we will have a culture where we enhance the climate 
(not only protect or preserve it). By ‘Culture’ (which can have 
several meanings) we mean five key elements that constitute a 
culture, namely, Bhasha, Bhojan, Bhesh, Bhavan, Bhajan.”1

 “In the context of urban India, sustainability involves the care-
ful management of natural and cultural resources to balance  
the pressing needs of economic and social development of the 
present bearing in mind equity and efficiency considerations 
with the protection of resources and ecosystem functions for the
future. The reality of Indian cities is complex with a very large 
proportion of the residents living and working in the non-formal 
sector. Hence the management of resources needs to embrace 
a variety of levels and diverse practices, ranging from the for-
mal private and state sectors to community managed local sys-
tems.”2 

1 http://5waraj.in/the-5waraj-philosophy/

2 Excerpt from Dr. Hosagrahar Jyoti’s lecture at earth matters event.
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D i s _ P l a c e  D i s _ P l a c e  
U n i t  M a s t e r s :  S w a t i  N a r a n g ,  J e n s i l  J o h n
V S _ M a t r i x  L o c a t i o n  -  V _ 0 3  I  S _ 0 1 ,  0 2 , 0 3 ,  0 4 ,  0 5 ,  0 6 ,  0 7 .

U n i t  T u t o r :  J e n s i l  J o h n
V S _ M a t r i x  L o c a t i o n  -  V _ 0 3  I  S _ 0 1

Dis_Place unit explores the idea of Placemaking with the help of 
TOD tools, guidelines and inferences.

Gurugram as a satellite town in NCR has been referred to as 
the ‘millennium’ city and is one of the largest urban growth 
centers for north India. It has experienced a fast paced, almost 
overwhelming growth in the past few years. The biggest ques-
tion with this growth pattern is how we, as architects balance 
the social economic growth with the quality of life of the urban 
dwellers. 

Unit 02 seeks a more inclusive, connected and sustainable de-
velopment (mixed use) thru the concept of Placemaking. It ex-
plores the idea that architecture can be layered with a cultural 
connectivity that creates a medium to link spaces and neigh-
borhoods together. Ultimately giving a sense of place they call 
their own. 

In questioning  the very notion of mixed-use from a free stand-
ing commercial box/podium/tower typology, the unit examines 
an ever connected, ever evolving hybrid development , to help 
the city reconnect and interact.  It investigates and delves into  
both tangibles (Built Spaces) as well as intangible (People and 
Activities) ideas : 
1- Mobility/ Accessibility. (keywords: Community Mobility 
HUB , Urban Activity, Multimodal)
2- Linkage/ Connectivity/ Interactive (Keywords: Public- 
private, Multi Use, Placemaking)
3- Urban Hub (Key words: Urban incubator, Vertical City)
(The framework within which these ideas will be explored will be 
along the lines of TOD and its guidelines.)

Ecologically Inclusive and Sustainable design

Ecologically conscious and sustainable building practices have 
been in the forefront for design solutions, for a few years now. 
Rather than thinking of this as a conscious design solution or an 
afterthought, architects and designers of today have to imbibe 
these design values as a standard in their thinking process. 

The studio explores these ecological design values right at the 
conceptual stage taking it thru other design stages like form 
articulation and building tectonics. 

Another important questionis looked at: how can sustainable 
design practices improve the quality of life (specially in the hy-
brid buildings)- in the end isn’t that we all as designers aspire 
to create?
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E c o l o g i c a l  M a c h i n e s
U n i t  M a s t e r :  A m i t  G u p t a
V S _ M a t r i x  L o c a t i o n  -  V _ 0 3  I  S _ 0 1 ,  0 2 , 0 3 ,  0 4 ,  0 5 ,  0 6 ,  0 7 .

Ecological Machines

Around a century ago, Le Corbusier published his own influ-
ential book, Towards an Architecture, in which he famously 
wrote the words. 

“Une maison est une machine-à-habiter”  (“A house is a 
machine for living in”)

The phrase suggested a kind of machinic aesthetic that be-
came an important concept behind the functionality, stan-
dardization and rational order that together laid the founda-
tion of modern architecture. Suggesting that  temporally we 
have moved from  the ‘age of machines’ to an ‘age of intelli-
gent ecologies’, and contemporarising the argument, Unit 03 
aims to extend the analogy of machine,  to ‘adaptive’ mech-
anisms, and places a pedagogical case for rethinking archi-
tectural assemblage as Ecological machines; underlining the 
belief that ‘built’ habitat, a ‘collective’ of machines, needs to 
draw from and be responsive to its ecological location. 

The unit postulates that architectural constructs/morpholo-
gies, that emerge from convergences of the spatial and the 
environmental experiences; that  delve into more scientific 
and precise relationship between the design object and its 
environment;  could fulfill their functional purpose as well as 
offer greater probabilities of social and cultural inclusiveness 
that impacts human well-being.

Methodologically, Unit 03 seeks a speculative quest into an 
inclusive, symbiotic and sensitive built habitat through careful 
observation and derivative extractions from study of nature. 

Nature’s way is intriguingly unique. Natural habitat when ob-
served closely, reveal that natural formations possess high lev-
els of seamless integration and a relatively stable equilibrium, 
a homeostasis,  between interdependent ‘elements’. In nature, 
forms are the result of the matching between material param-
eters and their corresponding environmental constraints. Form 
is then merely a by-product, a derivative of natural behavioral 
formation. It emerges as an effect exclusive to its particular eco-
logical template.

Mat_morph1

“The material structure itself is the machine.”

“Design based upon material properties and environmental 
conditions promotes customization through formal, structural 
and material heterogeneity.”2 The unit projects shall  aim to 
plug-in to the adaptive architecture agenda through a focused 
design interrogation into the ‘material’  information of the ‘terra’ 
that is contiguous to the location of the design object. The unit 
proposes an approach in design where processes of form-gen-
eration are directly informed by the combination of material 
properties and environmental constraints. Following the Eco-mi-
metic strategy, the unit shall engage in prototypical generations 
to evaluate and understand the structural, compositional and 
behavioral principles that are intrinsic to the chosen material/
material systems. Material precedes shape, and it is the struc-
turing of material properties as a function of structural and en-
vironmental performance and use that generates design form. 
In proposing a unique approach to computationally enabled 
form-finding procedures, the unit projects shall investigate how 
such processes contribute to novel ways of creating, distributing 

1 Mat_morph ...... anagram from Material Morphosis
2 Material Computation: Essay by Neri Oxman

Book. Manufacturing The Bespoke.

and depositing material forms.

Shifting design practice from homogeneous modular design 
driven by the logic of material assembly to heterogeneous dif-
ferentiated design driven by material distribution corresponding 
to the structural, environmental or, indeed, social parameters, 
the projects shall explore a novel mode of responsive architec-
ture based on the combination of material inherent behavior 
and computational morphogenesis  to construct a ecological 
relative / responsive adaptive architectural morphology.  
In fostering material integration of architectural elements across 
various scales, architectural elements such as structure and fa-
cade are no longer divorced in function and/or behavior, but 
rather negotiated through the informed distribution of matter. 

Ecological design 

Ecological design thinking requires a radical departure from 
traditional research and design models in architecture, art and 
science with a move towards hybrid, trans-disciplinary concepts 
and models for collaborating.  

Following a  synergistic, bottom-up approach the unit not only 
aims to set up models of ecological design but also address 
pressing topics in our fields concerning key social, environmen-
tal and technological issues that ultimately impact all humans in 
our built environments.

Images: www.achimmenges.net/

HYGROSCOPE – METEOROSENSITIVE MORPHOLOGY

Achim Menges in collaboration with Steffen Reichert, Centre Pompidou, Paris, 

2012
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ECO_FORM  The Collective Stack 2.0

Ecology is defined by as a trans-disciplinary science focused 
on the relationship between living organisms and their environ-
ments. The field of ecology is inherently about relationships, 
developing abstract models of representation to diagram and 
explain complex and contingent systems. Landscape Design has 
evolved from being viewed as natural condition against which 
an object sits, to a more constructed landscape which merges, 
integrates and relates to the architecture creating an ecology 
that provides a framework to categorize, analyze, select and en-
gage with the contingencies and performance of systems. This 
new framework of inter and intra relationships has give rise to 
Landscape ecology which is defined less by the formal represen-
tation but the ecological performance of the form.Architecture 
in this context is no longer a passive object sitting in landscape 
but an active source to construct new design ecology.
Unit 04 engages in operative and performative strategies that 
will allow environments to be understood as open systems that 
are self-organizing and unpredictable. 

Project: 
GURGAON could perhaps be summarized as the city that mir-
rors India’s astonishing rise since opening of its economy in 
early 1990’s.  Gurgaon is dotted with many multi-use building 
complexes that brings together offices, service apartments, ho-
tels and shops to encourage a constant pattern of economic 
and social activity throughout the day.  Hybrid buildings are the 
improved versions of mixed use which includes the city context 
and architecture and is characterized by high programmatic 
complexity. Hybrid buildings intent is to create myriad new ur-
ban spaces.
Steven Holl cites in his book THIS IS HYBRID
“The hybrid building is a specimen of opportunity which has the 
mixed-use gene in its gene code. It turns against the combina-

tion of the usual programs and bases its whole raison d’etre 
on the unexpected mixing of functions. The hybrid is the conse-
quence of a rant against tradition. It is an opportunist building, 
which makes the most out of its multiple skills, a key player which 
revitalises the urban scene and saves space. The hybrid scheme 
proposes crossed fertilization environments, where known gen-
otypes are mixed and new genetic alliances are created. “
“The intimacy of private life and the sociability of public life 
dwell within the hybrid and produce constant activity, making it 
a building working full-time. It is not a disciplinary prototype but 
a concentration of interests, based not on tradition but rather 
on the future and the survival of which hinges on consensus”

HYBRID development: Being a fundamental component of an 
urban fabric, a hybrid project has the ability to link and in-
tegrate multiple users: workplaces, residential and leisure and 
service facilities.  

The idea is to imagine a building complex which is not afraid to 
re-define its relationships and yet maintain its performance. The 
studio will design three urban blocks that explores buildings of 
a HYBRID typology to create an architecture that is not merely 
iconic but of sympathetic and complementary relationships. 

“A concept is a brick. It can be used to build a courthouse of 
reason. Or it can be thrown through the window.”...
...Gilles Deleuze, Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizo-
phrenia 

Unit 04 engages the constraints of program relationships, 
movement logic, site parameters to examine and re-imagine 
the symptomatic correlation between program, architecture and 
its urban context to create a concept which is pragmatic, ra-
tional and yet endearing. It relies on methodology of scenario 
planning.

Image: Evans Tree House/Arkansas/Modus Studio
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T e m p o r a l  A r c h i t e c t u r e  
U n i t  M a s t e r s :  P u n e e t  K h a n n a ,  M a d h u r  P r a k a s h
V S _ M a t r i x  L o c a t i o n  -  V _ 0 3  I  S _ 0 1 ,  0 2 , 0 3 ,  0 4 ,  0 5 ,  0 6 ,  0 7 .

Temporal architecture, by definition, has its purpose defined 

for a period of time. By extension, its spatiality and perfor-

mance requirements are also specified. Taking this further, the 

unit attempts to design the architecture of the structure trans-

forming from one state of temporality to the next. 

With the markets becoming extremely volatile, rise of real estate 

and service aggregators, prime land or built space becoming 

very expensive, mobility becoming convenient and fast - can 

architecture of buildings in an urban setup remain as static and 

inert as it is today? In the 60’s and the 70’s works of Cedric 

Price and Archigram questioned the sterile nature of architecture 

and explored the possibility of time based architecture that was 

mobile, flexible and responsive to an array of programmes that 

might occur either by design or demands of the market. 

Unit 05 revisits the idea of ‘Temporal Architecture’ in today’s 

ecological, economic and urban context and juxtapose 

this with the technology currently available in Robotics, 

Artificial Intelligence, sensor and internet based control 

mechanisms.  Historically, architecture has always responded 

to the technological developments in material or construction 

techniques. This can be seen in the development of concrete 

construction around 1880-1920’s and advancements in steel 

construction in mid 20th century. Architecture also responds to 

the new programme demands as it did in mid 20th century post 

war architecture, both in housing and institutional buildings. 

We strongly believe that our contemporary architecture hasn’t yet 

responded to the current material and technological innovation 

nor has it yet found a solution to the programmatic flexibility that 

the immediate future urban markets and resultantly changing 

lifestyles would demand. 

One of the approaches to a possible solution that the unit 

pursues is to look at buildings as a product and architectural 

design as product design. The unit attempts to define the 

performance standards of the enclosed space programmatically, 

its internal environment, spatial flexibility, accessibility and to 

achieve these standards design the kit of parts of the building to 

a specification which enables it to achieve these performance 

standards. Can a temporal and by extension an adaptable yet 

performance oriented building respond to the demanding and 

ever evolving needs of our urban centres and to the concerns of 

its environmental impact?. Unit 04 attempts to find an answer. 

Unit 05 explores this agenda with sites spread across Golf 

Course Road (GCR) in Gurgaon, probably the most urban 

stretch in Gurgaon with the twin presence of an express way 

and a metro line. Sites have been divided into three different 

locational types - one, is parallel to GCR, second is spread on 

either side of GCR with the mandate to connect it across and 

the third is on top of the metro station. Unit 05 endeavours to 

produce a building solution with its architectonics and with its 

extents and purpose of adaptability clearly defined. 

Archigram Walking City

Cedric Price, Fun City
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R e s t o r a t i v e  F u t u r e s  
U n i t  M a s t e r s :  A k s h a y  G o y a l ,  R a m i t  N a h a r
V S _ M a t r i x  L o c a t i o n  -  V _ 0 3  I  S _ 0 1 ,  0 2 , 0 3 ,  0 4 ,  0 5 ,  0 6 ,  0 7 .

The 21st century is predicted to be an era of unprecedented 
planetary change. Humanity is facing ecological challenges 
that will transform the way we inhabit this planet. Phenomena 
such as climate change and rising sea levels to air pollution & 
the water crisis are redefining how we live in our cities. 

Architectural academia as well as praxis has a legacy of work-
ing on planetary issues. Especially, the mid 20th century was 
an era of bold visionaries and ambitious design projects that 
explored radical design solutions for the future. There was a 
strong belief in the power of design to impact and transform 
the way we live, work and play. From the paper architects in 
Europe and the Metabolists in Japan to practitioners such as 
Buckminister Fuller and Paolo Soleri as well as counter cultural 
phenomena like the Whole Earth Catalog, the visions inspired 
a whole generation. 

In recent years this disciplinary interest has primarily focused on 
either the specialized practice of engineering ‘green buildings’ 
or using ecological principles to design the urban landscape. 
However there is an urgent need to architecturally re-imagine 
our buildings and architectonic systems, using 21st century de-
velopments in technology and synthetic biology, so that our built 
habitat can contribute to sustainable futures.  

Unit 06 is situated in this scenario and strives to develop a tool-
kit of design systems to counter these challenges. Working on 
three intuitive approaches of ‘restoration’, ‘remediation’ and 
‘resilience’, the unit investigates how designing for the urban 
built habitat can be used as an opportunity to impact the wid-
er urban ecology. Using a combination of digital techniques, 
mechanical systems and natural processes the unit will seek to 
develop prototypical solutions that can be embedded in an ar-

chitectural project at various scales. 

Unit 06 works on the ‘future as a project’ once again, specu-
lating on design possibilities to develop real world solutions to 
challenges of this century. 
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BIG. HOT TO COLD. An Odyssey of Architectural Adaptation  
by Bjarke Ingels  (Author)"

How Buildings Learn: What Happens After They're Built 
by Stewart Brand"

Adaptive Architecture: Changing Parameters and Practice 1st 
Edition 
by Wolfgang F. E. Preiser (Editor), Andrea E. Hardy (Editor), Jacob 
J. Wilhelm (Editor)"

Adaptive Ecologies: Correlated Systems of Living 
Book by Brett Steele, David Ruy, John Frazer, John Henry Hol-
land, Makoto Sei Watanabe, Mark Burry, Mollie Claypool, Patrik 
Schumacher, Ryan Dillon, and Theodoros Spyropoulos"

A Theory of Adaptation 2nd Edition 
by Linda Hutcheon  (Author)"

ALIVE: Advancements in adaptive architecture (Applied Virtuality 
Book Series)  
by Manuel Kretzer (Editor), Ludger Hovestadt (Editor)"

Material Computation: Higher Integration in Morphogenetic De-
sign (Architectural Design) 
by Achim Menges"

Advancing Wood Architecture: A Computational Approach 
by Achim Menges and Tobias Schwinn"

Material Synthesis: Fusing the Physical and the Computational 
(Architectural Design)  
by Achim Menges (Editor)"

On Growth and Form
D’Arcy Thompson, Cambridge 1917 
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by Cecil Balmond”

Informal 
by Cecil Balmond and Jannuzzi Smith”

SML XL: Second Edition
by Rem Koolhaas and Bruce Mau”

Endless Forms Most Beautiful: The New Science of Evo Devo and 
the Making of the Animal Kingdom” Sean B. Carroll. Read and 
make sure you understand particularly 

Derix, C., and Izaki, A., eds., Architectural Design Special Issue 
Empathic Space: The Computation of Human-Centric Architec-
ture. Hillier, B., 

“The Generic City and its Origins,” Routledge, 2014, pp 100-
105.

Erell, E., Pearlmutter, D., and Williamson, T. Urban Microclimate: 
Designing the Spaces Between Buildings. Routledge, 2010.

Marshall, Stephen. Cities, Design and Evolution. Routledge, 2008.

Marshall, Stephen. Streets and Networks. Spon Press, 2005.

Weinstock, Michael, ed. Architectural Design Special Issue System 
City: Infrastructure and the Space of Flows. John Wiley and Sons, 
2013.

Weinstock, Michael. The Architecture of Emergence: The Evolution 
of Form in Nature and Civilisation. John Wiley and Sons, 2010.

R e a d i n g  R e f e r e n c e s           
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B r o a d  A s s e s s m e n t  C r i t e r i a

The following criteria shall be used to evaluate student work 
in this studio:
    
Inferences
The degree to which the proposed architectural construct 
aligns with the tangible & intangible inferences drawn during 
the unit agenda delineation. 

Iterations 
The degree to which the ‘prototype’ constructs and iterative 
derivatives justify the eco-sensitive agenda, and successfully 
plugs in design construct formulated.

Experience
The degree to which the design uses a thoughtful narrative 
and successfully orders the spatial elements to create mean-
ingful experiences for the user.

Structure, Enclosure & Materials 
The degree to which the set of selected building materials, 
components and systems and their proposed implementa-
tion are appropriate to the intended occupancy, articulate 
the desired architectural order, and satisfy the physical de-
sign requirements.

Constructibility 
The degree to which the proposed building is informed and 
developed in response to an understanding of the processes 
of construction.

Presentation 
The clarity, craft and completeness of the presentation(s).

A – Excellent
Work reflects outstanding achievement in content and ex-
ecution. Work far exceeds given requirements. Students in 
this category demonstrate: High self motivation, Independent 
thinking and expression, Use precedent as a catalyst, Highly 
disciplined, Willingness to take risks, High ability to focus, Sys-
temic questioning, Self critique and editing, Highest qualities 
of representation.
B – Good
Work reflects high achievement in content and execution. 
Work exceeds given requirements. Students in this category 
demonstrate: Some external motivation, Periodic independent 
thinking, Good discipline, Beginning to take risks, Good qual-
ities of representation, Periods of focus, Closed ended ques-
tioning, Open to suggested critique and editing.
C – Satisfactory
Work fulfills given requirements. Students in this category 
demonstrate: External motivation, Cannot extend precedent, 
Low discipline, Conformity, Short periods of focus, Average 
qualities of representation, Limited questioning, Dependent on 
external critique and editing.
D – Poor
Work is less than satisfactory. Work minimally or incompletely 
fulfills given requirements. Students in this category demon-
strate: Lack of motivation, Ignore precedent, Lack discipline, 
Duplication, Few periods of focus, Low qualities of represen-
tation, Little questioning, Non-responsive to external critique 
and editing.
 
Marks Distribution

Mid Term Review Phase I 40% (5 % for studio 
participation)Phase II

Final Internal Review Phase III
Phase IV

60% (5.0 % for studio 
participation)

Final External Review 50%

P. S _ Weightage out of 10% overall as mentioned  above shall 
be embedded for Student’s Overall Participation in the Design 
Studio.

G r a d i n g  R u b r i c

On completion of this semester, students should be able to demonstrate / acquire:

L e a r n i n g  O u t c o m e s

Knowledge L.01 Knowledge of  the intangible parameters - cultural, social and intellectual histories, theories and eco-
nomics that impact the design decisions.

L.02 Knowledge of  the tangible parameters - physical location and the environmental  conditions that influ-
ence design articulations.

L.03 Awareness of current bye-laws, planning and development control regulations, including social, envi-
ronmental and economic aspects, and the relevance of these to design development

L.04 Knowledge of the technologies and the material systems that allow tectonic contemplation, generation 
and articulation.

Understanding L.05 Understanding of the studio process / methodology of systematic application and iterative generations 
that are integral to the  bottom-up approach adopted in the studio which  seeks design as an ‘emer-
gence’ rather than a preconceived appropriation.

L.06 Understanding of the various architectural values and principles that influence the design  decisions, 
and capacity of critical evaluation at the moment of  juxtaposition of the values on the architectural 
systems. 

L.07 Understanding of architectural design as an integrated process rather than an isolated one, inclusive 
as opposed to an exclusive derivation,  that  integrates and satisfies the aesthetic aspects of a building 
and the technical requirements of its construction and the needs of the user.

L.08 Understanding of ordering principles that structure the relationship between people and buildings, and 
the buildings and their environment, and the need to relate buildings and the spaces between them to 
human occupations and scale, to make ‘meaningful’ urban environments.

Ability L.09 Making of meaningful urban environments that reflect behavior and interaction of the inhabitants and 
the objects.

L.10 Integration of all aspects about a building design and its working including structures, services, building 
materials and environmental impact.

L.11 Ability to organize services within a building construct and reflect on / orchestrate their contiguity with 
the built forms.

Skills L.12 Design communication skills to able to present the constructs to a relevant audience in a structured 
manner. 

L.13 Be able to use and build upon the analogue-digital capabilities learnt in the previous studios and be 
able to demonstrate their capacity as not only mechanisms of communication but architectural design 
derivations.
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V A L U E - S Y S T E M  M A T R I X

( V S _ M A T R I X )
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S Y S T E M S  A X I S  

ARCHITECTURAL SYSTEMS

SYSTEM 01 SYSTEM 02 SYSTEM 03 SYSTEM 04 SYSTEM 05 SYSTEM 06 SYSTEM 07

S_01 S_02 S_03 S_04 S_05 S_06 S_07

Spatial Ordering 
Principles

Programmatic 
Systems

Circulation Sys-
tems

Structural Systems Envelope / En-
closure (Façade) 
Systems

Material Systems Building Ser-
vices Systems

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN VALUES

VALUE 01 V_01 Aesthetic design 
values

Artistic aspects and self-expression V_01  / S_01 V_01 / S_02 V_01 / S_03 V_01 / S_04 V_01 / S_05 V_01 / S_06 V_01 / S_07

The spirit of the time design value

The structural, functional and material honesty design 
value

The simplicity and minimalism design value

Nature and organic design value

The classic, traditional and vernacular aesthetics 
design value

The regionalism design value

VALUE 02 V_02 Social design 
values

The social change design value V_02  / S_01 V_02 / S_02 V_02 / S_03 V_02 / S_04 V_02 / S_05 V_02 / S_06 V_02 / S_07

The consultation and participation design value

The crime prevention design value

The 'Third world' design value

VALUE 03 V_03 Environmental /
Ecological design 
values

Green and sustainability V_03  / S_01 V_03 / S_02 V_03 / S_03 V_03 / S_04 V_03 / S_05 V_03 / S_06 V_03 / S_07

Re-use and modification

Health

VALUE 04 V_04 Traditional design 
values

The tradition based design value V_04  / S_01 V_04 / S_02 V_04 / S_03 V_04 / S_04 V_04 / S_05 V_04 / S_06 V_04 / S_07

The design value of restoration and preservation

The vernacular design value

VALUE 05 V_05 Gender-based 
design values

V_05  / S_01 V_05 / S_02 V_05 / S_03 V_05 / S_04 V_05 / S_05 V_05 / S_06W V_05 / S_07

VALUE 06 V_06 Economic design 
value

V_06  / S_01 V_06 / S_02 V_06 / S_03 V_06 / S_04 V_06 / S_05 V_06 / S_06 V_06 / S_07

VALUE 07 V_07 Novel design 
value

V_07  / S_01 V_07 / S_02 V_07 / S_03 V_07 / S_04 V_07 / S_05 V_07 / S_06 V_07 / S_07

VALUE 08 V_08 Mathematical 
and scientific 
design values

V_08  / S_01 V_08 / S_02 V_08 / S_03 V_08 / S_04 V_08 / S_05 V_08 / S_06 V_08 / S_07

A n n e x u r e  /  0 1
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A n n e x u r e  /  0 2

A r c h i t e c t u r a l  d e s i g n  v a l u e s

S O U R C E  F R O M  W I K I P E D I A
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Architectural_design_values 
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3A
S.No. Admission No. Student_Name

1 170BARCHI022 Aasheer  Bhatia

2 170BARCHI042 Aashna  Mahajan

3 170BARCHI096 Akshit Negi

4 170BARCHI148 Aparna Singhal

5 170BARCHI017 Devansh  Khera

6 170BARCHI032 Devyani  Kalra

7 170BARCHI100 Digjit Singh Jaggi

8 170BARCHI128 Elvin Aby

9 170BARCHI084 Gauri Singhal

10 170BARCHI079 Gowtham Gupta VR

11 170BARCHI065 Kunal  Garkhel

12 170BARCHI001 Malaika  Bagga

13 170BARCHI112 Mayank  Mittal

14 170BARCHI054 Pranav  Mittal

15 170BARCHI070 Prerna  Chatterjee

16 170BARCHI162 Pratik Abel Thomas

17 170BARCHI123 Rishab Denis Rodrick

18 170BARCHI005 Sahiti  Bhalla

19 170BARCHI011 Shreya Singh Bhal

20 170BARCHI137 Shivam  Rai

21 170BARCHI107 Shubham  kumar

22 170BARCHI155 Sudhanshu Omveer Singh

23 170BARCHI116 Sushen  Maini

24 170BARCHI133 Utkarsh  Srivastava

25 170BARCHI088 Vansh  Goel

26 170BARCHI061 Vaibhav  Mahana

27 170BARCHI152 Yudhaan  Pandey

28 170BARCHI121 Anushka Mathur

29 170BARCHI111 Digvijay Singh Chettri

30 170BARCHI045 Khush Anand Gupta

31 170BARCHI095 Prashasya Lochan

32 170BARCHI153 Ria Sammi

33 170BARCHI154 Ruchika Agrawal

34 170BARCHI036 Shrey Gupta

35 170BARCHI099 Simran suri

36 170BARCHI064 Stuti Chandra

37 170BARCHI053 Swati Yadav

38 170BARCHI027 Vishesh Sahni

3B
S.No. Admission No. Student_Name

1 170BARCHI019 Abhay Sharma

2 170BARCHI149 Adit Gupta

3 170BARCHI129 Aditya Gokhroo

4 170BARCHI024 Akanksha Bajaj

5 170BARCHI117 Akanksha Aggarwal

6 170BARCHI161 Ananya Sadhu

7 170BARCHI085 Anahat Chandra

8 170BARCHI029 Aseem Sangari

9 170BARCHI138 Ashi Jain

10 170BARCHI014 Gaurav Dua

11 170BARCHI074 Gurmer S Wadhwa

12 170BARCHI089 Harshit Gupta

13 170BARCHI102 Himani Bagga

14 170BARCHI113 Hina Khanna

15 170BARCHI034 Kripa Gulati

16 170BARCHI134 Megha Singh

17 170BARCHI043 Muskan Gupta

18 170BARCHI157 Pooja Singla

19 170BARCHI066 Prakriti Joshi

20 170BARCHI039 Prakhar Rastogi

21 170BARCHI047 Saanya Magon

22 170BARCHI124 Sachin Yadav

23 170BARCHI006 Sachhit Khera

24 170BARCHI145 Sanjana Singh

25 170BARCHI108 Saumye Khanna

26 170BARCHI051 Shruti Boora

27 170BARCHI159 Siddharth Bagga

28 170BARCHI002 Tanya Saroha

29 170BARCHI080 Vaibhav Gupta

30 170BARCHI147 Aditi  Tanya

31 170BARCHI069 Ankita Thukral

32 170BARCHI127 Avni Gupta

33 170BARCHI049 Ishani Sangal

34 170BARCHI104 Raadhya Patwari

35 170BARCHI087 Samiksha Agarwal

36 170BARCHI082 Shreshth Mohan

37 170BARCHI077 Venika Sikka

38 170BARCHI021 Vidushi Sharma

39 170BARCHI132 Udbhav Srivastava

3C
S.No. Admission No. Student_Name

1 170BARCHI081 Anoushka Kriti

2 170BARCHI158 Anshul Chopra

3 170BARCHI063 Archita Gupta

4 170BARCHI015 Atharv Manwani

5 170BARCHI067 Atul Kataria

6 170BARCHI052 Barkha Baid

7 170BARCHI030 Bhavishan Gill

8 170BARCHI131 Dipanshu Chauhan

9 170BARCHI025 Divmehar Anand

10 170BARCHI090 Hridey Jaggi

11 170BARCHI058 Geetika Gupta

12 170BARCHI003 Mansi Aggarwal

13 170BARCHI103 Mehak Madan

14 170BARCHI119 Milindh Sony

15 170BARCHI146 Mudit Agarwal

16 170BARCHI044 Rishabh Gupta

17 170BARCHI020 Saarthak Gulhani

18 170BARCHI109 Sahil Yadav

19 170BARCHI125 Sandeep Singh

20 170BARCHI075 Sehajdeep Singh Sodhi

21 170BARCHI048 Shivaansh Mahan Cairae

22 170BARCHI098 Shiven Misra

23 170BARCHI150 Shruti Jagota

24 170BARCHI040 Simarpreet Singh

25 170BARCHI114 Sidharth Jain

26 170BARCHI086 Tanay Rastogi

27 170BARCHI007 Tejas Nirula

28 170BARCHI160 Vansh  Dhawan

29 170BARCHI035 Yugantar Sahni

30 170BARCHI151 Abhinav Krishnia

31 170BARCHI115 Aditya Verma

32 170BARCHI041 Ananaya Pathak

33 170BARCHI031 Aryan Gulati

34 170BARCHI004 Charu  Garg

35 170BARCHI009 Dharmansh Jindal

36 170BARCHI059 Mudit Sharma

37 170BARCHI016 Rishima Bansal

38 170BARCHI105 Tarana Khandelwal

39 170BARCHI055 Jansher Singh Gill

L i s t  o f  S t u d e n t s
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